Seidel-Herzel model of human baroreflex in cardiorespiratory system with stochastic delays.
The stochastic versus deterministic solution of the Seidel-Herzel model describing the baroreceptor control loop (which regulates the short-time heart rate) are compared with the aim of exploring the heart rate variability. The deterministic model solutions are known to bifurcate from the stable to sustained oscillatory solutions if time delays in transfer of signals by sympathetic nervous system to the heart and vasculature are changed. Oscillations in the heart rate and blood pressure are physiologically crucial since they are recognized as Mayer waves. We test the role of delays of the sympathetic stimulation in reconstruction of the known features of the heart rate. It appears that realistic histograms and return plots are attainable if sympathetic time delays are stochastically perturbed, namely, we consider a perturbation by a white noise. Moreover, in the case of stochastic model the bifurcation points vanish and Mayer oscillations in heart period and blood pressure are observed for whole considered space of sympathetic time delays.